
Stakeholder Engagement Shareholders 
and Investors 

Annual reports, 
financial results 

briefings and briefings 
for institutional 
investors, etc. 

Associates

Associate satisfaction 
surveys, direct 

communication between 
executives and associates, 
education and training via 

intranets and internal 
media, etc. 

Local communities

Networking events for 
local residents, plant 

tours, events for 
children and students, 

social activities by 
associates, etc.

Suppliers

Supplier networking 
events/briefings, Green 
Network Meeting, joint 
events, supplier risk 

assessments, etc.

NGOs

Collaborative projects, 
regular communication, 
response to surveys and 

questionnaires, etc.

Dealers

Dealer Conferences, 
certification system 

briefings and site 
visits, etc.

Media

Communication with 
journalists, new 

model/new technology 
launch events, press 

releases, etc.

Experts/Local 
government

Dialogues concerning 
local government 

policies and technology, 
feasibility studies, etc.

Research institutes

Support for academic 
meetings, collaboration 

with universities, special 
lectures, merchantability 
verification for products, 

co-development of 
technology, etc. 

Policymakers

Participation in the council 
bodies of government bodies 
and industrial groups such as 

Keidanren and the Japan 
Automobile Manufacturers 
Association, participation 

in international 
initiatives, etc. 

Customers

Customer satisfaction 
surveys, safe driving 

activities at 
dealerships, motor 

shows and other 
events, etc. 

Honda
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Honda and Our Stakeholders

Our Approach to Stakeholder 
Engagement
To be “a company that society wants to exist,” Honda must 
appropriately and accurately convey to society the value that 
we seek to offer. Together with this, we must put into practice 
a communication cycle in which we engage in dialogue with 
diverse stakeholders to grasp and understand the demands 
and expectations placed on Honda, translate these into concrete 
measures and finally listen to stakeholders’ evaluations of our 
activities.

Especially in recent years, the growing scale and globalization 
of companies, along with the rapid proliferation of IT, have 
heightened the impact of companies on society, and vice-versa. As 
this process continues to accelerate, we believe that stakeholder 
dialogue is a beneficial tool that enables us to expand business 
opportunities and increase the company’s customer base, while 
also giving us an understanding of changes and risks in the 
social environment. 

Based on this understanding, the different divisions at Honda 
conduct dialogues globally, through a variety of opportunities, 
with the stakeholders engaged in Honda’s business: those 
stakeholders that either are impacted by Honda’s business 
activities, or whose activities that impact Honda’s business 
activities.

As an example, through dialogues with non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) and institutional investors, we determined 
the necessity to further strengthen our initiatives to combat 
climate change, as well as the dissemination of the content of 
these initiatives.    

To this end, we set a target of halving total CO2 emissions by 
2050 compared with 2000 levels. In an effort to achieve this 
goal, we will work to innovate and expand the application of zero 
CO2 emissions vehicles such as fuel cell vehicles, as well as to 
actively promote electric-powered technologies in motorcycles, 
automobiles and power products. At the same time, we are 
committed to actively disseminating information regarding 
these initiatives to stakeholders.   
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Cooperation with External 
Organizations
To carry out our responsibility as a global mobility-related 
manufacturer, Honda engages in dialogues with government, 
economic and industry bodies, and also cooperates with external 
bodies, for example, through participation Study Group for 
Promotion of ASV (Advanced Safety Vehicles) in Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, and serving as chairman, 
committee head and committee member within the Japan 
Automobile Manufacturers Association.

In addition, Honda personnel serve as technical committee 
chairs and other representatives in the international motorcycle 
and automobile industry bodies The International Motorcycle 
Manufacturers Association (IMMA) and Organisation Internationale 
des Constructeurs d’Automobiles (OICA). Furthermore, Honda 
cooperates with initiatives related to sustainability through 
membership in the World Business Council for Sustainable 
Development (WBCSD) and participation in its Sustainable Mobility 
Project 2.0.

At Honda, we make optimal decisions locally for each region 
in terms of business execution in each region based on global 
shared rules. Political contributions are made following 
necessary internal procedure based on the laws and regulations 
of respective countries.    

External Evaluations
Securing an Information Disclosure Score of 100 on the 
CDP Japan 500 Climate Change Report 2015

In November 2015, CDP* released the CDP Japan 500 Climate 
Change Report 2015, the result of a survey on disclosure of 
climate change initiatives and greenhouse gas emissions levels 

by 500 major companies worldwide. Honda received a global 
top-level score of 100 for disclosure of information concerning 
climate change, leading to our inclusion for the fifth consecutive 
year in the Climate Disclosure Leadership Index (CDLI), a 
status conferred on companies that are leaders in information 
disclosure.

*CDP: An international non-profit organization that provides a global system 
for measuring, disclosing, managing and sharing important environmental 
information from companies and cities

Honda Added to the Dow Jones Sustainability Asia/
Pacific Index

Honda was selected for the first time as a member of the Dow 
Jones Sustainability Asia/Pacific Index after being ranked in the 
top two for the Automobile sector for the Asia Pacific region 
in the Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (“DJSI”), one of the key 
benchmarks for socially responsible investing. 

The DJSI are investment indices developed and offered 
cooperatively by U.S.-based S&P Dow Jones Indices and 
Switzerland-based RobecoSAM, which evaluate the sustainability 
of the world’s leading companies from three perspectives in 
terms of economic, environmental and social criteria and select 
companies that demonstrate overall excellence for inclusion in 
the indices.

Honda Received Bronze Class Rating and Selected as 
Industry Mover in RobecoSAM Sustainability Index 

Honda was selected for the first time with a Bronze Class rating 
in the Automobiles sector of the Sustainability Award 2016 issued 
by RobecoSAM. Honda was also selected as an Industry Mover, an 
award given to companies that have made marked improvements 
in the sector. RobecoSAM evaluates sustainability of over 2,000 
companies worldwide in terms of economic, environmental and 
social criteria. Companies deemed to be particularly outstanding 
in each sector are rated in categories of Gold Class, Silver Class 
and Bronze Class each year.    
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Demonstration Experiments to Spread the Use of Long-Tail Engine Sets for 
Small Boats in Collaboration with JICA

In India, although the number of people living in poverty is gradually declining as a 
result of strong economic growth, economic disparity is becoming a real social issue. 
In particular, in the fisheries industry there is now a huge difference in fish hauls 
between fishermen with power-driven vessels and those operating with rowboats, 
which is one factor behind the economic disparity. On the other hand, the increase 
in mid-sized fishing vessels that use trawlers has led to the problem of a significant 
decline in coastal fishing resources. As a result of these circumstances, coastal fishing 
in small boats using simple power-driven vessels is gaining attention as a sustainable 
way to fish from the perspectives of redressing economic disparity and preserving 
resources. 

Honda participates in the Japan International Cooperation Agency’s (JICA’s) 
“Collaboration Program with the Private Sector for Disseminating Japanese 
Technology” and since October 2015 has been implementing activities to spread the 
use of long-tail engine sets for small boats for small-scale fishermen in the state of 
Tamil Nadu in the southern part of India. Honda’s general-purpose engine has been 
installed on small non-powered boats used by local fishermen, some of whom have 
been recruited as monitors, as part of a demonstration experiment to bring simple 
motorization at a moderate price. Through these activities, Honda aims to meet 
specific local needs while spreading the use of the boats with a minimal financial 
burden by proposing a purchasing method that makes use of micro-financing (a 
small-scale loan system). In addition, a specialist in the fisheries industry has been 
sent from Japan to provide guidance on fishing methods appropriate to the area and 
on fishery management. Through collaboration with NGOs, the fisheries union and the 
state government, we are encouraging these grassroots activities aimed at driving 
sustainable growth and to reflect the concept in policy.       

The demonstration experiments were planned and proposed by Honda, with project 
costs of approximately 20 million yen received as a project commissioned by JICA.

T O P I C S T O P I C S

Constructive Dialogues with Shareholders

Under a set of new codes and revised Company Law of 
Japan as represented by the Corporate Governance Code 
that took effect in June 2015 in Japan, companies will be 
increasingly called upon to cooperate with stakeholders 
and to engage in more constructive dialogues, particularly 
with shareholders. As the movement of capital becomes 
ever more globalized, Honda is experiencing an increase 
in the number of overseas shareholders, which means 
dialogues with diverse shareholders are growing in 
importance.

Honda has long engaged in dialogues with investors 
through its global Investor Relations (IR) activities, in 
order to actively disclose information regarding matters 
such as its current financial status. Now, Honda has 
linked Shareholder Relations (SR) activities as with IR 
activities in its dialogues with shareholders, which have 
links with IR activities. Specifically, we exchange opinions 
with institutional investors as our shareholders, regularly 
conduct shareholder surveys, and introduce Honda’s 
strategies and initiatives through presentations at the 
General Meeting of Shareholders and tours of its plants. 
These serve as constructive opportunities to contribute to 
the advancement of corporate value. 

Dialogues such as these lead to the practice of a 
communication cycle by which we can explain our 
sustainability activities to a wide range of people and learn 
about stakeholders’ expectations for Honda, enabling us to 
become “a company that society wants to exist.”

Test run in a boat equipped with a GX engine

Providing guidance on fishing methods and 
fishery management

Honda and Our Stakeholders
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